
Fitting Instructions for DG0014BK Radiator Guard 

TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675 2013 

In This Kit There Should Be 

1x Downpipe Grille (DG0014BK) 

4x M6 x 20mm Long Button Head Bolts 

4x S0430 Spacers 

4x M6 J-Clip Fasteners 
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https://www.motorcycleid.com/rg-racing/
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TOOLS REQUIRED 

 Set of allen keys to include 4mm A/F.
 Phillips screwdriver.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

 The downpipe grille can be fitted without the removing the fairings.
 Remove the four plastic rivets that secure the plastic surround in place behind the front wheel.

There are two on either side, as arrowed in picture 1.
 Remove the plastic surround from the bike. Now fit all four J-Clip fasteners to the plastic

mounting points molded onto the back side of the fairing. There are two on either side, as arrowed
in picture 2.

 On the R&G downpipe grille, the mounting tabs face forward and there is a washer that locates
between the downpipe grille and plastic surround, as shown in picture 3.

 Refit the original plastic surround in place, aligning the mounting points, but do not refit the
original plastic rivets.

 Offer the R&G downpipe grille into place, and begin to locate the bolts through the four mounting
tabs. Once through the mounting tabs, the bolt then needs to fit through one spacer, then the hole
within the plastic surround before tightening into the previously installed J-Clip fastener, as shown
in pictures 4 & 5. This can be a little tricky to align all the bolts and fasteners, so may require

some movement to align.

 Ensure the downpipe grille is correctly mounted and tighten all bolts evenly.

CONSUMER NOTICE 
The catalogue description and any exhibition of samples are only broad indications of the Products and R&G may make design changes which do not 
diminish their performance or visual appeal and supplying them in such state shall conform to the order. The Buyer acknowledges no representation or 
warranty (other than as to title) has been given or will apply to the Products other than those in R&G’s order or confirmation and the Buyer confirms it 
has chosen the Products as being of merchantable quality and suitable for its particular purposes. Where R&G fits the Products or undertakes other 
services it shall exercise reasonable skill and care and rectify any fault free of charge unless the workmanship has been disturbed.  The Buyer is 
responsible for ensuring that the warranty on the motorcycle is not affected by the fitting of the Products. On return of any defective Products R&G shall 
at its option either supply a replacement or refund the purchase money but shall not be liable if the Products have been modified or used or maintained 
otherwise than in accordance with R&G’s or manufacturer’s instructions and good engineering practice or if the defect arises from accident or neglect. 
Other than identified above and subject to R&G not limiting its liability for causing death and personal injury, it shall not be liable for indirect or 
consequential loss and otherwise its liability shall be limited to the amounts paid by the Buyer for the Products or the fitting or service concerned. These 
terms do not affect the Buyer’s statutory rights. 

Rely only on high-grade motorcycle cooling parts offered on our virtual shelves.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/cooling-parts.html



